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Now is the time for CQTM

The 21st century world of work can be tricky to navigate – 
particularly for those working within organisations where there 
are no longer any clearly defined pathways. Yet at the same 
time, there has never been more opportunity for you to create 
a pathway of your own, both within and beyond your current 
organisation – if you know how!

Have you noticed that many talented, hardworking, ambitious 
professionals today have a lot of IQ and EQ (emotional 
intelligence) but still struggle to manage their careers?

We have. And that is why we think that Career Intelligence 
(CQ) is the missing piece – a “master-competency” which is 
never taught in traditional education, but can help you clarify 
what’s important to you in your career and how you can start 
to manage it more pro-actively going forward.

So far, this experiential, coaching-style workshop has been 
helping employees within organisations get more clarity on 
what they want from their careers and feel more energised  
at work.

This Autumn, for the first time, we are bringing these 
workshops to a broader audience. Now you can take 
advantage of learning CQ even if your organisation doesn’t 
currently provide you with any career assistance.

Is the one-day workshop for you?

• Do you work for an organisation which doesn’t have any 
clear paths to progress?

• Are you trying to figure out what’s next for you 
professionally?

• Have you just been promoted or got a new job 
(congratulations!) and want to make sure you start off 
on the best foot?

• Are you looking to return to the workplace after a break 
and wondering how you will re-establish yourself?

• Do you just feel it’s time to take more control of your 
career and you are not sure where to start?

If you’ve answered “Yes” to any of these questions,  
then our CQTM Career Workshop is for you.
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What will you learn if you attend?

• A new way of thinking about your career so that you can create a pathway that’s 
right for you;

• Practical tools and strategies you can implement immediately to help you take more 
control of your career – both today AND in the future;

• A chance to share experiences and learn from professionals outside of your 
organisation and an opportunity to grow your professional network;

• A personal and professional development toolkit to help you move forwards in your 
career after the workshop in a way that is authentic for you.

Your CQTM Workshop Day

9.30am Arrival – teas & coffees

10am-1pm: Morning Session

1pm-2pm: Lunch (included in ticket price)

2pm-5pm: Afternoon Session

5pm-6pm: Opportunity to network with other participants

Dates

All our workshops take place on 
Fridays and are strictly limited 
to a maximum of 12 people. The 
autumn dates for the  
CQTM Career Workshop are:

Friday, 7th September 2018
Friday, 28th September 2018
Friday, 19th October 2018
Friday, 16th November 2018

Venue

Citizen M – Tower of London
40 Trinity Square
London EC3N 4DJ

Book now!
The CQTM Career Workshop is a one day event and costs just £295 + VAT  

with lunch included. We are only holding four CQTM Career Workshops this Autumn 
and each is strictly limited to a maximum of 12 people. 

So, what are you waiting for? Take a day out to focus on your career and sign up  
for the CQTM Career Workshop now at www.swdyd.com/workshop


